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Customers in the St. Augustine, Florida Area Can Now Reserve the 2022
Hyundai Santa Cruz

Hyundai of St. Augustine allows its customers to reserve their future vehicles in advance

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. (PRWEB) April 30, 2021 -- Customers in the St Augustine, Florida, area can now
reserve the 2022 Hyundai Santa Cruz. Local dealership Hyundai of Saint Augustine allows its customers to
reserve this vehicle in advance of it actually coming out. This way, customers are able to ensure they have a
Hyundai Santa Cruz available for them.

The 2022 Hyundai Santa Cruz offers four different trims: the SE, SEL, SEL Premium and Limited. These
models have two different engine options available : a 2.5-Liter GDI MI 4-Cylinder engine and a 2.5-Liter
Turbocharged engine. Because of these two different engines, the Hyundai Santa Cruz is capable of towing a
range of 3,500 pounds to 5,000 pounds and also offers a payload of up to 1,748 pounds. It is also equipped with
the Hyundai HTRAC® All-Wheel Drive.

Inside, the Hyundai Santa Cruz also offers a variety of technology features, including an Auto-Dimming
Rearview Mirror with HomeLink® and heated and ventilated front seats. Customers who are interested in
shopping for this vehicle in St Augustine are encouraged to contact the dealership at 904-567-7175 or show up
in person at 2898 US 1 in St. Augustine. This dealership also offers additional information about the 2022
Hyundai Santa Cruz on its blog and its research pages, which can both be found at the dealership’s website
www.hyundaiofstaugustine.com. Any questions or comments can be directed towards the sales team of this
dealership.
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Contact Information
Wade Wahy
Hyundai of St. Augustine
http://www.hyundaiofstaugustine.com/
904-567-7175

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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